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Abstract 

This research endeavors to examine the trends that emerged within the Japanese gig economy 
from 2016 to 2021 by utilizing confidential bank account information obtained from a 
prominent Japanese megabank. Specifically, this study employs payment records from 
platform service companies to identify gig workers and subsequently analyzes their 
characteristics, reasons for starting gig work, and likelihood of continuing to perform gig jobs, 
with a specific focus on food delivery gig workers. 
The key findings of the analysis indicate that the number of food delivery gig workers increased 
significantly following the first declaration of a state of emergency in April 2020; however, 
this trend was not as pronounced among non-food delivery gig workers, which suggests that 
food delivery gig work was a driving force behind the expansion of the gig market during the 
COVID-19 pandemic in Japan. Additionally, it is found that the liquidity balance of food 
delivery gig workers in the month they began gig work was lower than that for those who had 
never engaged in gig work; moreover, this balance gradually declined over the four months 
prior to starting gig work. Surprisingly, however, this decline in liquidity before the start of gig 
work slowed during the post-COVID-19 period. This finding indicates that the increase in gig 
workers after the COVID-19 pandemic may have been driven by job insecurity and/or an 
increase in leisure time due to stay-at-home orders and telecommuting, leading to an influx of 
people with less pronounced drops in liquidity into the gig market. Finally, it was revealed that 
the probability of continued gig work was not particularly high, with approximately half of the 
workers being inactive six months after entering the gig market; this suggests that the gig 
economy can be viewed as a source of temporary income supplementation. 
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1. Introduction 

The gig economy facilitated by platform service companies has experienced rapid growth since the 

2010s. With the impact of COVID-19, there has been heightened demand for versatile work 

arrangements, and gig work, with its adaptable nature, may continue its expansion in the future. 

Despite receiving significant public attention in recent times, however, a comprehensive 

understanding of the gig economy are still underway in most countries, partially due to a lack of data 

(Schwellnus et al. (2019)). Not to mention, a plethora of noteworthy studies employing a range of data 

sources have been carried out. For instance, these studies include direct surveys of individual gig 

workers (Hall & Krueger (2018); Boeri et al. (2020)), data specific to certain gig work from platform 

service companies (Koustas, 2018), tax data (Garin et al, (2020); Jackson (2020)), payment app data 

(Koustas (2019)), bank data (Farrell et al. (2019)). Furthermore, in addition to those mentioned, 

numerous other excellent studies have been conducted. 

 However, because the gig economy is a diverse market, there remain some disparities in 

perspectives. For instance, regarding individuals’ reasons to enter the gig workforce, while early 

studies revealed that "very few people begin gig work because they are unemployed" (Hall & Krueger 

(2018); see also Hirsch, Husain, and Winters (2016)), a growing body of research suggests that those 

with low financial stability turn to gig work as a means of supplementing temporary income losses 

(Abraham and Houseman (2019); Farrell et al. (2019); Boeri et al. (2020); Koustas (2019)). However, 

Garin et al. (2020), utilizing tax data, find that not everyone begins gig work due to financial instability, 

with 20-year-olds starting gig work as their wages increase. Moreover, there is a need for a more 

comprehensive understanding of the connection between the business cycle and the gig market, 

particularly in the examination of gig market trends following the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

resulted in a global negative exogenous shock. 

Our study adds some minor yet supplementary insights to the existing body of research. Our 

approach can be distinguished from those of prior studies in three key aspects. First, our paper 

leverages data from a leading global megabank to examine the characteristics and trends of gig 

workers. As previously mentioned, earlier studies have employed a range of data sources, but very few 

have utilized bank data (Farrell et al. (2019)). Bank data offer insights into account balances and 

records of payroll transfers, unemployment benefits, and COVID-19 benefits, which are not easily 

accessible. Additionally, most prior relevant studies have employed annual data, while our study 

employs a six-year panel of monthly data, which enables a more detailed examination of changes in 

liquidity. Notably, until April 2023, the Labor Standards Law of Japan had been required that wage 

must be made in cash or through bank transfers and instant payments are not allowed. Given that cash 

payments have become virtually extinct in modern times, bank transfers were the sole means of income 

for the majority of gig workers. 

 Second, in this study, the period of analysis covers both boom and bust economic periods, 
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with data ranging from January 2016 to August 2021. This allows us to observe how people's labor 

supply changed in response to the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the labor market 

and how the gig market expanded. The focus of the study is on the food delivery gig market, which is 

considered to be one of the most easily accessible gig work markets and is characterized by repetitive 

and physically demanding tasks. This research aims to examine how this market changed during the 

transition from a boom period to a bust period. 

 Third, although many studies on gig work have been conducted, especially in the U.S., there 

are still few studies on how the gig economy evolves in other countries. By analyzing the situation in 

Japan, this paper adds to the accumulation of previous studies on the gig market and provides insights 

into the actual situation in countries where the gig market is still growing (see Tsuru et al. (2022)). The 

food delivery market, which is the focus of this paper, has gradually expanded its coverage area since 

2016. We take into account information on the expansion of service coverage areas. 

The results obtained in this paper can be summarized as follows. First, individuals who take 

on food delivery gig work generally exhibit three characteristics, that is, they are young, are male, and 

have low liquidity, which is consistent with what other previous studies have shown. By looking at 

food delivery gig workers’ accounts in the month they started gig work, we found that one in three had 

below-zero liquidity, excluding their income from gig work, and approximately 70% had liquidity 

below 100,000 yen (approximately 770 US dollars; based on the calculation of 130 yen=1 US dollar). 

These findings suggest that those who take gig jobs in the delivery market face severe liquidity 

constraints. On the other hand, we also found a very low number of unemployment benefit recipients 

and that one in three people hold a primary job at the time they start a gig. Second, observations of 

changes in liquidity before and after the start of a gig revealed a gradual decline in liquidity four 

months prior to the start of a gig, with a tendency to start a gig when liquidity has declined by 

approximately 90,000 yen over a four-month period. This suggests that there is a pattern of taking on 

a gig following several months of decline rather than following a sudden drop in liquidity. Third, 

surprisingly, we found that the change in liquidity before and after the start of a gig was slower during 

the recession period after COVID-19 than during the boom period before COVID-19. This result 

implies that the probability of entering the gig market increased even though liquidity did not decrease 

very significantly. The results also suggest that this trend is not necessarily related to the expansion of 

the geographic area covered by food delivery services. Fourth, while the probability of entering the 

gig market is increasing, with approximately half of the workers being inactive six months after 

entering the gig market. This fact suggests that although the gig market functions as an income-

smoothing mechanism, its role is temporary. 
 This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 describes the data used in this paper and 

provides an overview of the gig market using basic statistics and figures. Section 3 then uses survival 

analysis to observe the characteristics of those who take on gig work; Section 4 presents an event study 
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focusing on liquidity; Section 5 analyzes the probability of continuing gig work; Section 6 analyzes 

other effects of taking on gig work using matching estimation; and Section 7 concludes the paper. 

 
 
2. Data 

2.1 Basic description of bank data 

In this analysis, we use deidentified monthly bank account data from January 2016 to August 2021 

provided by Mizuho Bank. Mizuho Bank is one of the largest banks in Japan and is the 14th-largest 

bank in the world in terms of total assets.2  The bank has more than 24 million accounts, and its 

branches cover all prefectures. These bank account data include end-of-month balances, payroll 

transfer amounts from primary job (excluding income from gig work), payments from gig platform 

companies, and basic demographic information such as age, gender, residential address, and 

occupation.3 

Using these bank account data, we identify gig workers who received at least one payment 

via an online food delivery platform into their accounts during the analysis period to identify supply-

side participants. We restrict the bank account holders to only persons between the ages of 16 and 69 

years old to focus on the labor force. Details, including the data construction process, are given in 

Section 2.2. 

Furthermore, we also use nongig accounts as a “control” group to compare with gig workers’ 

accounts. The control samples serve as a baseline reflecting the general population of Japan.4 Thus, 

20,000 control group accounts are randomly chosen from the entire population of active personal bank 

accounts. In addition, we limit accounts to those held by individuals aged 16 to 69. For nongig accounts, 

we use sampling weights in the following analysis. 

 The total numbers of observations of gig and nongig transactions are 2,188,580 (32,185 

accounts) and 1,086,368 (15,976 accounts), respectively. 
 
2.2 Data construction and descriptive analysis 

We begin by making observations about the overall gig market of Japan. We identify gig workers who 

received at least one payment via three major food delivery online platforms: Company X, Company 

 
2  The LexisNexis shows the Top 50 banks in the world as of May 3, 2022. 
https://risk.lexisnexis.com/insights-resources/article/bank-rankings-top-banks-in-the-world 
3 If one person has multiple bank accounts, he or she is treated as having one bank account in the data 
construction process. See Kubota, Onishi, and Toyama (2021) for details. 
4 As Kubota, Onishi, and Toyama (2021) point out, accounts with Mizuho Bank are likely to be concentrated 
in urban areas; thus, we should note that the nongig accounts chosen randomly from the bank accounts may 
not necessarily be representative of the Japanese population. Given that food delivery services are also 
concentrated in the urban areas of Japan, however, we think these randomly drawn samples of bank 
accounts are a reasonable control group to compare with gig accounts also extracted from among the same 
Mizuho bank accounts. 
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Y, and Company Z. Among the food delivery platforms, Company X has experienced remarkable 

growth in Japan5. Company X was launched in Tokyo on September 29, 2016, and expanded prior to 

the pandemic, especially in central Tokyo. The other food delivery platforms in our analysis are 

Company Y and Company Z.6 These three companies make up the top three platforms in terms of app 

user registrations during our analysis period. Many other food delivery platforms have entered the 

Japanese food delivery market since the outbreak of COVID-19; however, our analysis is limited to 

the above three companies that started conducting business before the pandemic.7  To identify the 

accounts owned by individuals who earn money from the abovementioned three food delivery gig 

platforms as precisely as possible, we do the following to ensure that the bank accounts of restaurants 

offering food delivery services are not included. First, bank accounts are limited to personal accounts. 

Second, we drop any bank accounts that received more than one million yen per month in payments.8 

Third, since individuals are asked to indicate their occupation when opening a bank account, we 

exclude accounts where the account openers indicated that they were running private businesses. 

Finally, we also exclude accounts that had received aid from the Japanese government in the form of 

bailouts for restaurants during the COVID-19 pandemic. Notably, we also exclude accounts from 

nongig accounts that may run private business and have a record of receiving government bailouts to 

facilitate comparison. 

 Before focusing specifically on food delivery gig work, we examine the growth of the gig 

market in Japan, including both delivery and nondelivery gig work. Many nondelivery platform 

service companies have also expanded their business in Japan during this period. These nondelivery 

online platforms include six major companies (Companies A, B, C, D, E, and F). Platform service 

companies offer a wide range of job opportunities, including those involving web design and software 

development, presentation material creation, data entry, and ticket reservation services. We identify 

nondelivery gig workers by identifying accounts that received at least one deposit from these 

nondelivery platform service companies during the designated period. The total number of 

observations of nondelivery gig transactions is 1,128,416 (16,594 accounts). 

Figure 1 shows the number of savings accounts that received payments via online platforms 

as a percentage of all active savings accounts on a monthly basis since January 2016. The thick line in 

 
5 Note that unlike other countries, due to Japanese regulation, ride-share service platforms have basically 
no business operations in Japan. 
6  Company Y is a Japanese-based delivery service company launched in 2000 and had developed its 
business by directly hiring delivery staff. In the late 2010s, the company started online platform food 
delivery business. Company Z is another Japanese-affiliated platform company, which likewise launched 
its services before the pandemic. 
7 We have confirmed that the number of payments received from platform service companies other than 
these three is very small and does not affect the results of our analysis. 
8 This is because it was determined that it would be realistically difficult to earn one million yen per month 
through food delivery. Note that one million yen is equivalent to 7,700 US dollars (based on the calculation 
of 130 yen=1 US dollars). 
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the figure shows the percentage of accounts that received payments from food delivery platform 

service companies, and the solid line shows the percentage that received payments from nondelivery 

platform service companies. The shadows in the figure indicate when the Japanese government issued 

the emergency declaration under COVID-19. 

 The figure shows that prior to 2020, more accounts received payments from nonfood 

delivery platforms than from food delivery platforms. However, after April 2020, this trend reverses, 

and we see a rapid increase in the number of accounts receiving payments from food delivery platforms. 

In April 2020, the Japanese government issued the first emergency declaration under COVID-19. 

Specifically, on April 7, 2020, a state of emergency was declared in Tokyo metropolitan areas and a 

few large cites (seven prefectures: Tokyo, Kanagawa, Saitama, Chiba, Osaka, Hyogo, and Fukuoka), 

and the scope was expanded to the entire nation on April 16, 2020. The first state of emergency lasted 

approximately two months. During this period, the food delivery service market expanded rapidly 

under official requests that people refrain from going out.9 

 Given these observations, from this point forward, we focus on food delivery gig workers 

(hereafter, we simply refer to them as gig workers or gig accounts). In the following, we limit our 

analysis period to January 2018 onward since food delivery gig workers were rare in 2016 and 2017. 

 Table 1 shows descriptive statistics on the personal attributes and account information 

associated with the examined gig and nongig accounts (see the notes in Table 1 for details on each 

item). Several points can be noted from Table 1. The rightmost column of Table 1 shows the results of 

t tests and chi-square tests. The test results indicate statistically significant differences between the 

two groups for all items. In the following, we discuss some notable points. 

First, gig workers are younger and more likely to be male than nongig workers. Second, the 

percentage of accounts with payroll transfers is 6.1 percentage points lower for gig workers. This 

difference is not very large, suggesting that at least one-third of gig workers are employed. 10 

Nevertheless, the average amount of the payroll transfers received by gig workers is quite small, 

representing approximately 50% of the average amount received by nongig workers. 

Third, liquidity (calculated as total assets on deposit – savings-type life insurance - 

unsecured card loans outstanding; all figures are the end-of-the-month outstanding balance) is equal 

to approximately 238,000 yen for gig workers and 2,032,000 yen for nongig workers (approximately 

 
9  Note that unlike other countries that imposed a mandatory lockdown, Japan did not mandate its 
requirements related to the declaration of a state of emergency. While necessary economic and social 
services such as public transportation were maintained as much as possible, citizens were encouraged to 
avoid going out unnecessarily and to work from home to avoid “the three densities” of closed spaces, 
crowded places, and close-contact settings. 
10 The statistic showing that only approximately 30% of nongig accounts have payroll transfers seems low, 
but this is because many Japanese people have multiple bank accounts. Although there are no official 
statistics, according to several private surveys, more than 90 percent of people own more than two bank 
accounts. 
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1,830 and 15,630 US dollars, respectively; based on the calculation of 130 yen=1 US dollar), which 

shows that gig workers have far less liquidity than nongig workers. To examine this in more detail, we 

subtracted gross gig income from liquidity. Specifically, the bottom three rows of Table 1 show the 

percentage of accounts whose values are below zero, between zero and 50,000 yen, and between zero 

and 100,000 yen. We see from the last three rows that there are many people in both groups whose 

liquidity is near zero, but the gig group is more concentrated near zero liquidity. From these 

observations, it can be said that gig workers are more likely than nongig workers to face liquidity 

constraints. Figure 4 shows the time series of median liquidity for each of the non-gig and gig groups. 

For the gig group, liquidity minus gig income is used. Comparing the two groups, it can be observed 

that the liquidity of the gig group has remained consistently lower than that of the non-gig group. 

Finally, the percentage of unemployment benefits recipients is 0.000 for both groups. This 

is because the number of recipients is very small and difficult to display; the actual values are 0.015% 

for the nongig group and 0.04% for the gig group. While the difference between the two groups is 

statistically significant, it shows that very few people in either group receive unemployment benefits. 

 In Figures 2(1) and 2(2), we show the trends over time for gig workers by age and gender. 

We saw in Table 1 that gig workers are relatively young and predominantly male. While these trends 

can be observed throughout the entire period of analysis, these figures show that more recently, the 

number of workers in the 30+ age group and the number of women workers have also increased. 

Figure 3 plots the time-series trends for those who took a gig job for the first time that month and those 

who had been engaging in it for some time. The month in which payments were first observed from 

the platforms is defined as the start of gig work. The numbers of both first-time and repeat gig workers 

increase over the period. In particular, we see an increase in the number of first-time gig workers after 

April 2020. 

Given these observations, we split the period into two parts to see if any changes in gig 

worker trends have occurred. Specifically, the analysis period is divided into two segments: the pre-

COVID-19 group for those who started gig work between January 2018 and December 2019, that is, 

before COVID-19 was recognized, and the post-COVID-19 group for those who started gig work after 

April 2020. Notably, although COVID-19 was recognized at the end of 2019, the virus was taken 

seriously in Japan only after late March/April 2020. 11 For the labor market in Japan at that time, the 

unemployment rate continued to decline until December 2019, when it reached 2.2%, both because of 

the strong economy and a labor shortage due to population decline. The rate bottomed out in December 

2019, and a recessionary period emerged due to the spread of COVID-19 infection, as in many other 

countries. Notably, however, the unemployment rate was still at 2.5% in March 2020. Unemployment 

 
11  Therefore, we excluded January, February and March 2020 from both the pre- and post-COVID-19 
periods in our analysis. We confirm, however, that the results in Table 2 and the rest of the analysis would 
not differ significantly even those three months are included in the after COVID-19 period.  
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has gradually risen since then, peaking at 3.1% in October 2020 and remaining at approximately 2.8-

3.0% until it peaked in early 2022. 

 Table 2 shows the personal attributes and account information of these two groups as of the 

month they began gig work. 12 By comparing the pre- and post-COVID-19 groups, we find that the 

average age increased by approximately one year, indicating the entry of older workers after COVID-

19, and we identify an approximately 5-percentage-point increase in the number of women. These 

points are consistent with what we observed in Figure 2. 

On the other hand, there is no statistically significant difference in the percentage of accounts 

with payroll transfers between the pre- and post-COVID-19 groups. Moreover, both the average 

amount of payroll transfers (limited to the sample with payroll transfers in the month in which gig 

work began) and liquidity are slightly higher in the post-COVID-19 group. To illustrate this in more 

detail, the bottom three rows of Table 2 show the three categories of liquidity minus gross gig income. 

We see that the percentages of those with liquidity of less than zero yen, between 0 and 50,000 yen, 

and between 0 and 100,000 yen are slightly lower in the post-COVID-19 group than in the pre-COVID-

19 group. These observations may indicate that a group with relatively high liquidity has entered the 

gig market. Note that gross gig income averaged about 25,000 yen, and there is no statistical difference 

between the pre- and post-COVID-19. 

Finally, for Table 2, the number of unemployment benefits recipients is very small and 

difficult to display; the actual values are 0% for the pre-COVID-19 group and 0.094% for the post-

COVID-19 group. Although the difference is statistically significant, we see that the number of gig 

workers receiving unemployment benefits is very low even in the post-COVID-19 recession period. 

It should be noted that the unemployment rate is very low in Japan during this analysis period; however, 

the fact that gig workers are not necessarily unemployed is in line with the results of several previous 

studies (Hall and Krueger (2018), Hirsch, Husain and Winters (2016)). 

 In summary, as shown by previous studies (for example, Abraham and Houseman (2019)), 

people who are just barely making ends meet are taking gig jobs in Japan as well as other countries. 

This basic fact was no different during the boom before COVID-19 or the recession after it became a 

pandemic. However, our casual observation suggests that those who entered the gig market after the 

COVID-19 recession may have slightly more liquidity than those who started gig work during the 

boom period (before the COVID-19). Therefore, in the following section, we examine whether the 

trends shown in Table 2 can be observed even after differences in individual attributes and other factors 

are controlled in survival analyses and event studies. 

 
 

 
12 To exclude outliers, in Table 2 and thereafter, the sample is winsorized at the top and bottom 1% of 
liquidity over the entire period. 
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3. Survival analysis 

In Section 3, we focus on first-time gigs and analyze what attributes and factors lead people to take 

food delivery gig jobs by survival analysis. 
Utilizing gig samples and nongig samples, we estimate a Cox proportional hazards model. 

The duration of time is the number of months until the individual took a gig job for the first time within 

the period. The covariates include a dummy for under 30, a dummy denoting female individuals, 

liquidity, the presence of payroll transfers, the amount of payroll transfers (is equal to zero if the 

account holder does not have a primary job in that month), the amount of unemployment benefits 

received, and head of household status dummy.13 The nongig samples were weighted using random 

sampling. Table 3 displays the results. In the table, the coefficients instead of the hazard rates are 

reported. 

Columns (1) and (2) of Table 3 demonstrate that individuals who are under 30 years of age, 

are males, possess relatively little liquidity, have relatively few payroll disbursements from a primary 

job, receive unemployment benefits, and are household heads are more likely to take food delivery gig 

jobs than those who do not possess these characteristics. These findings align with the trends observed 

in Figure 2 and Table 1. 

 As mentioned earlier, the availability of Company X and other app-based food delivery 

services in Japan has not been uniform across the country. These businesses were initially launched in 

select areas of Tokyo in the mid-2010s, and the number of areas where delivery was available gradually 

increased. Figure 5 (1) depicts the proportion of municipalities covered by food delivery services as a 

fraction of all gig and nongig accounts, indicating that the coverage of service areas is on the rise, both 

in the Tokyo metropolitan area and in other prefectures. As a result, there may have been individuals 

who were interested in performing food delivery gig work but were unable to do so because the service 

was not yet available in their area of residence. In contrast, Figure 5 (2) shows the percentage of 

individuals who started gig work while residing in a food delivery service area. The figure indicates 

that approximately 70% of the gig workers lived in a service area, while the remaining 30% began gig 

work despite not residing within an area. The reason why some people take gig work even if they do 

not live in the delivery service area is that some cities and towns, especially in the Tokyo area and 

other metropolitan areas, have relatively small areas, and moving between cities and towns may not 

be that difficult. To account for these conditions, Columns (2)-(5) of Table 3 include a dummy variable 

that is equal to one if the individual resides in an area eligible for food delivery service and zero if not. 

We can see from the table that the dummy variables are all positive and statistically significant, 

 
13 Note that we are unable to determine from the bank account information provided whether the account 
holders are heads of their households. To address this, we instead identify whether each account received 
COVID-19 stimulus payments. In Japan, a flat sum of 100,000 yen was distributed to each person during 
2020, and as the account of the head of each household would have received this benefit on behalf of the 
entire family, we use this information as a proxy for household head status. 
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suggesting that residing in a municipality served by food delivery services increases the probability of 

beginning gig work. The differences in the availability of gig work depending on the municipality of 

residence will be considered in more detail in the next event study. Note that even when we limit the 

samples to only those who reside in areas where food delivery services are available, the main results 

remain unchanged. 
 A state of emergency dummy, which is equal to one for the time of the emergency declaration 

and 0 for all other times, is also added to Columns (3)-(5). This dummy is negative and statistically 

significant, indicating that, if all other conditions are held constant, the probability of taking gig jobs 

was lower under the state of emergency declaration. 

 Finally, we also added the number of months since the focal area became eligible for food 

delivery service in Column (5) and a dummy variable that is equal to one if the area has been eligible 

for food delivery service for less than 4 months and 0 otherwise in Column (6). The result in Column 

5 indicates that residents in regions with prolonged access to food delivery services have a decreased 

likelihood of participating in gig work. Conversely, Column 6 demonstrates that those living in areas 

with less than three months of food delivery service coverage have an increased probability of gig 

work involvement. It appears that the initiation of a new delivery service results in an increase in the 

number of individuals providing labor; however, over time, the supply of labor decreases as interest 

in the service wanes. 

 
4. Event Study: The changes in liquidity before and after the start of gig work 

In this section, the sample is limited to only gig workers, and we focus on the changes in liquidity 

before and after the start of gig work. Unlike the previous section, where the attributes and conditions 

of gig work engagement were analyzed with cross-sectional information, this event study takes into 

account individual fixed effects and tracks the transformations in individuals prior to and after the 

commencement of their gig work. Following previous studies (for example, Koustas (2019) and Garin 

et al. (2020)), we estimate the following event study specification. 

 
𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 = ∑ 𝜶𝜶𝒌𝒌𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊𝒌𝒌𝒊𝒊

𝑲𝑲
𝒌𝒌 + 𝑿𝑿𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝜷𝜷𝟏𝟏 + 𝜸𝜸𝒊𝒊 + 𝝉𝝉𝒊𝒊 + 𝜺𝜺𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊, 

 
where 𝒛𝒛𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 is the variable of interest in the analysis (liquidity or liquidity minus gross gig income) for 

individual 𝒊𝒊 in period 𝒊𝒊, 𝜸𝜸𝒊𝒊 is individual fixed effects, and 𝝉𝝉𝒊𝒊 is time fixed effects; 𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊𝒌𝒌𝒊𝒊 = 𝟏𝟏  {𝒊𝒊 = 𝑬𝑬𝒊𝒊 +

𝒌𝒌}  is an indicator for time to first gig pay, 𝑬𝑬𝒊𝒊 , with negative 𝒌𝒌  indicating a future event date and 

positive k indicating that the event occurred k periods in the past. 𝑿𝑿𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 represents the other control 

variables. We use seven months of panel data, beginning from four months prior to the month in which 

the individual 𝒊𝒊 first took a gig job to two months after the start of the gig. 

 The results are shown in Table 4. The dependent variable in Column (1) of the table is 
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liquidity, and those in Columns (2)-(4) are liquidity minus gross gig income. The base of each month 

dummy variable is t-1, that is, a month before individual 𝒊𝒊 takes a gig job. Column (1) reveals a gradual 

decrease in liquidity from four months before the gig begins to one month before at an approximate 

rate of less than 20,000 per month. During the first three months of the gig, the liquidity does not 

exhibit significant differences from the liquidity level one month before the gig begins. Column (2) 

shows that liquidity minus gig income decreases by approximately 30,000 yen in the month when the 

gig begins relative to one month earlier, followed by a decline of another 10,000 yen over the next two 

months. Column (3) includes the results of incorporating payroll transfers from the primary job and 

unemployment benefits as explanatory variables. It shows that for every 1,000 yen in salary transfers 

and unemployment benefits received, liquidity minus gig income increases by 356 yen and 457 yen, 

respectively. Nonetheless, the addition of these variables does not alter the general trend.14 

 Figure 6(1) depicts the fluctuations in liquidity and liquidity minus gig income, as shown by 

the results in Table 4(2), from four months prior to the start of the gig to two months after. The thick 

dotted line in the figure represents the decline in liquidity that would have occurred in the absence of 

gig income. The movement depicted in the figure suggests that the decline in liquidity persists even 

two months after the gig starts, implying that gig work provides supplementary income during this 

time period. The figure reveals that the decline in liquidity starts steadily several months prior to the 

initiation of the gig and that individuals tend to join the gig market after a few months. These 

tendencies are in line with the findings presented in previous studies conducted in other countries (see 

Koustas (2019) and Garin et al. (2020)). 

In Figure 3, we observed that prior to 2020, the number of first-time gig workers had been 

gradually increasing, but there was a significant uptick after April 2020, particularly during the state 

of emergency periods depicted by the shaded areas. However, it is also apparent that the number of 

first-time gig workers increased not only during the first and second emergency declarations but also 

during the interim period. These observations suggest that there may have been a shift in circumstances 

before and after the outbreak of COVID-19. Moreover, as Table 1 in Section 2 reveals that individuals 

who are more likely to face liquidity constraints tend to take up gig work, Table 2 indicates that the 

proportion of those who experienced liquidity constraints after the outbreak of COVID-19 is slightly 

lower than that of those who began facing such constraints before the outbreak of COVID-19. Hence, 

in what follows, we examine whether there has been any shift in this trend since the COVID-19 

outbreak. 

Using the same estimation equation, we also added the COVID-19 dummy (which is equal 

to one if an individual started gig work during the post-COVID-19 period—April 2020 to August 

2021—and zero if not) and cross-terms with the explanatory variables to evaluate any changes before 

 
14 The inclusion of the coronavirus stimulus payment, which was a flat rate of 100,000 yen per person 
distributed by the government in 2020, did not affect the overall trend. 
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and after the COVID-19 outbreak. The results are shown in Column (4) of Table 4. Column (4) shows 

that the coefficient of the cross term with the COVID-19 dummy is negative and statistically 

significant in the period before the start of the gig and conversely positive and significant after the 

month the gig started. Figure 6(2) depicts these results, comparing the periods before and after the 

outbreak of COVID-19. Individuals who began gig work after the outbreak of COVID-19 experienced 

a smaller decline in liquidity before beginning gig work than those who started gig work prior to the 

pandemic. This trend remains true after gig work begins. In other words, it can be inferred that gig 

workers who started gigging before the outbreak of COVID-19 experienced a larger drop in liquidity 

than those who began afterwards. On the other hand, those who initiated gig work after the outbreak 

of COVID-19 experienced a slower decrease in liquidity than those who started gig work before the 

pandemic, although the overall trend of a sustained decline in liquidity before the start of gig work 

remains unchanged. 

There are two possible explanations for why the decline in liquidity before and after the start 

of the gig was slower during the post-COVID-19 period. First, it could be related to the expansion of 

food delivery service coverage in Japan during this time. In the Tokyo metropolitan area (Tokyo, 

Saitama, Chiba, and Kanagawa prefectures), where the majority of bank account holders reside, it is 

possible to take delivery gigs outside of one's area of residence due to high urbanization. However, if 

an individual’s municipality of residence becomes a food delivery service area, gig work becomes 

easier, as he or she can accept gigs from the comfort of his or her home at any time. According to the 

survival analysis in Section 3, it is evident that individuals who reside in areas serviced by food 

delivery are more likely to take on gig work. This is especially notable for those who live in regions 

that were serviced within three months of the service's initiation. Figure 5(1) shows that the Tokyo 

metropolitan region, which has a significant concentration of gig workers, witnessed an expansion in 

the number of covered areas in August 2019 and May 2020. It is possible that individuals who were 

previously interested in gig work but unable to pursue it due to their locations joined after their areas 

became eligible for the service and thus faced less reduction in liquidity amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Second, although the unemployment rate in Japan did not increase significantly after April 

2020, the majority of service-sector workers were furloughed, causing job insecurity. Even if liquidity 

did not decline much because many people continued to be partially paid during the furlough, it is 

possible that more people took on gig work due to increased job insecurity. In addition to this, even 

among those who maintained employment, the shift to remote work and telecommuting may have 

reduced working hours and increased leisure time, resulting in a limited decline in liquidity but an 

expansion of labor supply. 

To verify these potential outcomes, we conduct an event study of individuals who started 

gig work, by dividing the sample into two groups: (1) those residing within a delivery service area and 

(2) those residing outside of such areas. The results of the estimation are presented in Columns (1) and 
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(2) of Table 5. Column (1) displays the results obtained from the sample residing within a target area 

and exhibits trends similar to those in Column (4) of Table 4. The study finds a decrease in liquidity 

of approximately 20,000 yen per month starting 4 months prior to the start of gig work, with the decline 

continuing after the gig begins. The cross term of the COVID-19 dummies suggests that the decline 

in liquidity slows overtime. Conversely, the coefficients of the changes in the liquidity of those outside 

a delivery service area who start gig work are not statistically significant up to two months before the 

start of gig work. The decline in liquidity in the month of starting the gig and the subsequent month 

suggests that individuals who enter the gig market from outside a service area tend to quickly take up 

gig work in response to sudden liquidity constraints. As shown in Figure 7 (1), the decrease in liquidity 

in the month the gig work started was not substantial, and the changes in the liquidity of these 

individuals differed significantly from those of gig workers residing within the delivery service area. 

This suggests that a group of gig workers may have differing characteristics based on whether they 

reside within a target area. 

Furthermore, Columns (3) and (4) of Table 5 present the estimates for the gig workers 

residing within the delivery service area at the time they started gig work divided into two groups: (1) 

those who lived in an area that had been eligible for the service for less than four months at the time 

they started gig work and (2) those who lived in an area that had been eligible for more than four 

months at the time they started gig work. The results in Column (3) were unreliable due to the limited 

sample size of those who started gig work in a municipality within three months of the area being 

eligible for delivery services. However, the results in Column (4), which are limited to samples 

residing in municipalities with more than four months of eligibility for delivery services, display a 

trend consistent with previous findings. As plotted in Figure 7 (2), there is a gradual decrease in 

liquidity starting 4 months prior to the start of the gig, and the cross term with the COVID-19 dummies 

has a negative coefficient before the start of the gig and a positive, statistically significant coefficient 

after the start of the gig. 

 In summary, the sample of people who immediately took up gig work after their areas 

became eligible for delivery services is relatively small. Even when the sample is limited to those who 

had resided in such an area for more than four months after delivery services started, we find that 

liquidity changes slowed after the outbreak of COVID-19. These findings indicate that the increase in 

gig workers after the outbreak of COVID-19 may have been driven by job insecurity and an increase 

in leisure time due to stay-at-home orders and telecommuting, leading to an influx of people with less-

pronounced drops in liquidity into the gig market. 

 
 
5. Event study: Probability of staying in the gig market 

In the previous section, we noted that the COVID-19 pandemic led to an increase in the number of 
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individuals taking up gig work that included even those who had not experienced substantial drops in 

liquidity. Hence, the following section examines the continuity of gig work after it has been initiated.

 Table 6 shows the results of estimating the probability of continuing gig work in the month 

following the start of a gig using the estimation specification employed in the event study in Section 

5. The dependent variable is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the focal account received 

payment from platform service companies in that month and zero if not. As in the previous section, 

the sample is split into two groups, one consisting of individuals residing in a delivery service area 

when the gig started and the other consisting of those residing outside such an area. 

 Columns (1) and (3) of Table 6 present the results of the estimation without distinguishing 

between the pre- and post-COVID-19 periods. These results are plotted in Figure 8 (1). The results 

show that for both the residents of areas covered by delivery services and those of areas not covered 

by these services, the probability of gig workers continuing to perform gig work drops to 60-70% in 

the first month of work and continues to decline over time. The decline is more pronounced for gig 

workers outside a delivery service area, with 76.6% no longer gigging after 6 months, compared to 

just over 50% for those in the delivery service area. 

 Columns (2) and (4) of Table 6 show that for the sample residing in an area covered by 

delivery services, the trend in the probability of continuation is almost unchanged before and after the 

outbreak of COVID-19. In contrast, for the sample residing outside a delivery service area, there is a 

slight increase in the probability of continuation after the outbreak of COVID-19. Figure 8 (2) plots 

the results in Column (4), showing a slight increase in the continuation probability after the outbreak 

of COVID-19 compared to before, indicating that the continuation trend was slightly stronger during 

the recession, although the continuation probability is still lower for those who entered the market 

from outside a service area. These results suggest that more people start gigging after COVID-19 

without a significant drop in liquidity, and that these people are slightly more likely to stay in the gig 

market than before COVID-19. 

 
 
6. Other consequences of taking on gig work 

The estimates thus far suggest that many people who engage in gig work face liquidity constraints and 

that the gig market may serve to smooth out temporary declines in liquidity. While the existence of 

such a gig market is beneficial in the sense that temporary income can be used to supplement income, 

there is also a concern that taking on gig work may reduce the likelihood of obtaining stable 

employment opportunities (e.g., Jackson et al 2023). Therefore, in this section, we use nearest neighbor 

matching to estimate the probability of obtaining a payroll job in the six months following the start of 

a gig, matching the gig sample to the nongig sample as much as possible. 

 The variables that are matched in the estimation include a dummy for areas covered by 
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delivery services, a dummy identifying payroll transfers in the month of the start of the gig and up to 

3 months before, liquidity minus gross gig income in the month the start of the gig and up to 3 months 

before, age group dummies, a female dummy, and a head of household dummy. The dependent variable 

is a dummy variable that takes one if there is a payroll transfer and 0 if there is no payroll transfer up 

to 6 months after the start of the gig. Our analysis includes samples that started gig work during the 

three-month periods of (1) April 2019-June 2019, (2) April 2020-June 2020, and (3) April 2021-June 

2021, as well as nongig samples during the same periods. 

 Table 7 (1)-(3) reports the results. Table 7 (1) reports the average treatment effect (ATE) for 

the sample that took a gig job between April and June 2019 matched with a nongig sample from the 

same period. The results indicate that the probability of a gig worker being employed is 9.3 percentage 

points lower in the second month after he or she starts a gig. The probability of employment remains 

approximately 5-6 percentage points lower from the second to the fifth month onward. On the other 

hand, the ATE results (Tables 7(2) and (3)) that match individuals who started a gig after the outbreak 

of COVID-19 with a nongig sample from the same period are mostly statistically no different from 

zero. This suggests that, at least for those who started a gig after the outbreak of COVID-19, 

employment opportunities are unlikely to be significantly lower than that of those who did not obtain 

gig work. 

 
 
7. Discussion and conclusion 

In this paper, we analyzed the Japanese gig market using deidentified bank account monthly data 

provided by a Japanese megabank. The analysis revealed the following findings. First, individuals 

who take on food delivery gig work tend to exhibit three main characteristics, that is, they are young, 

are male, and have low liquidity, which is consistent with what other previous studies have shown. By 

looking at the accounts in the months wherein the corresponding individuals started gig work, we 

found that one in three of the individuals who started gig work had liquidity below zero, excluding 

income from gig work; moreover, approximately 70% had liquidity below 100,000 yen (approximately 

770 US dollars; based on the calculation of 130 yen=1 US dollar). These findings suggest that those 

who take gig jobs in the delivery market face severe liquidity constraints. Second, an observation of 

changes in liquidity before and after the start of gig work also revealed a gradual decline in liquidity 

four months prior to the start of a gig. Third, surprisingly, we found that the change in liquidity before 

and after the start of a gig was slower during the recession period after COVID-19 than during the 

boom period before COVID-19. This result implies that the probability of entry into the gig market 

has increased since COVID-19, even though liquidity has not declined that significantly. Fourth, while 

the probability of entering the gig market increases, the probability of gig workers continuing in to 

perform gig work drops to 60-70% in the first month of work and continues to decline over time. This 
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fact suggests that although the gig market functions as an income-smoothing mechanism, its role is 

temporary. 

 Contrary to our expectations, this paper's findings indicate that a relatively high number of 

individuals enter the gig market during recessions rather than during economic expansions, despite 

not experiencing a significant drop in liquidity. We believed that recessions would bring more people 

into the gig market due to increased liquidity constraints, but these results suggest otherwise. Recently, 

there has been a growing debate over employment protections for gig workers in the food delivery and 

transportation industries in Japan as well as in several other countries, with some advocating the 

introduction of a minimum wage. The finding in this paper that more people enter the gig market 

during recessions suggests that there may be further downward pressure on gig market prices during 

recessions. However, the introduction of a minimum wage would require careful consideration, as 

many workers may lose the opportunity to supplement their income. Price determination in the gig 
market depends not only on the elasticity of supply, but also on the elasticity of demand. When 

considering the introduction of regulations, it is essential to consider not only the supply side but also 

the demand side. 

 Finally, we discuss the limitations of our paper. First, the data used in this study are only 

from a single bank, and the results may not necessarily reflect broader trends in the food delivery 

market. Second, the available data do not include information on education and employment-related 

factors, such as the education level, skills, and working hours of gig workers. Further analysis that 

combines bank data with survey data and other sources is necessary. Finally, the recession period 

analyzed in this paper is specific to the COVID-19 pandemic, and it is unclear whether the same trends 

hold true in recession periods in general. These issues remain to be verified in the future. 
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Figure 1 Percentage of accounts that received payments from platform service companies 

 

Notes: Number of accounts is shown as a percentage of all active accounts by month. The shaded areas in 
the figure indicate the periods during which a state of emergency was declared in Japan. 
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Figure 2 Percentage of accounts that received payments from platform service companies (food 
delivery gig workers) 

 
(1) by age 

 
 
(2) by sex 

 

Notes: Number of accounts is shown as a percentage of all active accounts by month. The shaded areas in 
the figure indicate the periods during which a state of emergency was declared in Japan.  
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Figure 3: Percentage of accounts that received payments from platform service companies (first 
time vs. repeat, food delivery gig workers) 

 

Notes: Number of accounts is shown as a percentage of all active accounts by month. The shaded areas in 

the figure indicate the periods during which a state of emergency was declared in Japan. A “first-time gig” 

refers to the first time a person starts working as a delivery gig worker that month, while a “repeat” gig is 

performed by a person who has worked as a delivery gig worker before. 
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Figure 4: Median of liquidity minus gross gig income (gig vs non gig) 
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Figure 5: Food delivery service in Japan 

(1) Status of expansion of food delivery service coverage areas 

 

 
(2) Percentage of those whose municipality of residence in the month they started the gig was a 

delivery service district 
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Figure 6 Event study around starting a gig job: liquidity and liquidity- gross gig income 

(1) liquidity and liquidity- gross gig income 

 
Notes) See Table 4 for estimation results. The blue and red lines show the coefficients for each month dummy in column (1) and (2) 

of Table 4. 
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Figure 6 Event study around starting a gig job: liquidity and liquidity- gross gig income 

(2) liquidity- gross gig income (before and after the COVID-19 pandemic) 

 
Notes) The blue line shows the coefficients for each month dummy in column (4) of Table 4. The red line plots the sum of the 

coefficients of each month dummy in the same column and the coefficient of the cross term with the COVID-19 dummy. 

Although confidence intervals are not specified for the red line, all cross terms with the COVID-19 dummies are statistically 

significant. See Table 4 for estimation results. 
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Figure 7  Event study around starting a gig job: liquidity- gross gig income (by service areas) 

(1) individuals who reside in an area where delivery service is not available 

 
Notes) The line shows the coefficients for each month dummy in column (2) of Table 5.  

 

(2) individuals who reside in an area where delivery service has been available for more than 

four months 

 
Notes) The blue line shows the coefficients for each month dummy in column (4) of Table 5. The red line plots the sum of the 

coefficients of each month dummy in the same column and the coefficient of the cross term with the COVID-19 dummy. 

Although confidence intervals are not specified for the red line, all cross terms with the COVID-19 dummies are statistically 

significant. See Table 5 for estimation results.  
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Figure 8: Probability of staying in the gig market (by area and period) 

(1) All periods (by area) 

 

(2) Area where delivery service is not available (before and after the COVID-19 pandemic) 

 

Notes) For Figure 8(1), the blue and red line show the coefficients for each month dummy in column (2) and (4), respectively. For 

Figure 8(2), the blue line shows the coefficients for each month dummy in column (4), while the red line plots the sum of the 

coefficients of each month dummy in the same column and the coefficient of the cross term with the COVID-19 dummy. 

Although confidence intervals are not specified, all cross terms with the COVID-19 dummies are statistically significant. 
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Table 1: Summary statistics (nongig vs. delivery gig workers) 

 

Notes) Averaged by account over the period from January 2018 to August 2021. “(F)emale” is a dummy variable that is equal to one 

if the owner of the bank account is female and zero otherwise. “(P)ayroll” is the average of a dummy variable that is equal to 

one if the account received a payroll transfer each month during the period and 0 otherwise. The amount of payroll transfers is 

limited to the sample that received payroll transfers in that month. “(L)iquidity” is equal to total assets on deposit minus savings-

type life insurance and unsecured card loans outstanding. “(L)iquidity-gross gig income” is equal to liquidity minus income 

from gig work. “(L)ess than 0 yen/100,000 yen” and “between 0 and 50,000 yen” and “between 0 and 100,000 yen” are dummy 

variables that are equal to one if the account’s liquidity minus gross gig income falls into the corresponding category and 0 

otherwise. “(U)nemployment insurance recipient” is a dummy variable that is equal to one for months when unemployment 

benefits were deposited into the account and 0 otherwise. 

 

  

mean std. dev. mean std. dev. difference

age 46.501 (12.233) 27.805 (9.821) -18.696 0.000 ***

    10s 0.001 (0.038) 0.160 (0.367) 0.159

    20s 0.099 (0.299) 0.520 (0.500) 0.421

    30s 0.213 (0.409) 0.180 (0.385) -0.032 ***

    40s 0.265 (0.441) 0.095 (0.293) -0.170

    50s & 60s 0.422 (0.494) 0.044 (0.206) -0.378

female 0.395 (0.489) 0.153 (0.360) -0.242 0.000 ***

payroll 0.387 (0.487) 0.326 (0.469) -0.061 0.000 ***

payroll transfer amount (average; 10,000 yen) 30.890 (34.145) 15.633 (14.906) -15.257 0.000 ***

liquidity (average; 1 million yen) 2.032 (4.253) 0.238 (0.659) -1.794 0.000 ***

  liquidity-gig gross income

     less than 0 yen 0.033 (0.180) 0.056 (0.231) 0.023 0.000 ***

     more than 0 yen, less than 50,000 yen 0.290 (0.454) 0.541 (0.498) 0.251 0.000 ***

     more than 0 yen, less than 100,000 yen 0.350 (0.477) 0.631 (0.483) 0.281 0.000 ***

unemployment insurance recipient 0.000 (0.012) 0.000 (0.020) 0.000 0.000 ***

N

p-value

0.000

702,959 1,416,143
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Table 2: Summary statistics of gig workers (before vs. after the COVID-19 pandemic) 

 
Note: Before COVID-19 is the period from January 2018 to December 2019. COVID-19 is the period from April 2020 to August 

2021. The sample was divided into two groups according to the month the examined individuals began working as delivery gig 

workers. The numbers in the table were calculated based on the account information as of the month in which the focal person 

started a delivery gig. To exclude outliers, the sample is winsorized at the top and bottom 1% of liquidity over the entire period. 

The other notation is the same as that in Table 1. 

 

 

  

mean std. dev. mean std. dev. difference

age 27.601 (9.296) 28.745 (9.869) 1.144 0.000 ***

    10s 0.120 (0.324) 0.089 (0.285) -0.031

    20s 0.572 (0.495) 0.569 (0.495) -0.003

    30s 0.179 (0.384) 0.189 (0.392) 0.010 ***

    40s 0.094 (0.292) 0.099 (0.299) 0.005

    50s & 60s 0.035 (0.185) 0.054 (0.225) 0.018

female 0.116 (0.320) 0.163 (0.370) 0.047 0.000 ***

payroll 0.340 (0.474) 0.342 (0.475) 0.002 0.740

payroll transfer amount (10,000 yen) 12.149 (14.438) 13.374 (16.309) 1.225 0.004 ***

liquidity (average; 1 million yen) 0.226 (0.634) 0.258 (0.672) 0.033 0.000 ***

  liquidity-gig gross income

     less than 0 yen 0.337 (0.473) 0.324 (0.468) -0.013 0.071 *

     between 0 and 50,000 yen 0.287 (0.453) 0.266 (0.442) -0.022 0.007 ***

     between 0 and 100,000 yen 0.382 (0.486) 0.356 (0.173) -0.025 0.007 ***

unemployment insurance recipient 0.000 (0.000) 0.001 (0.031) 0.001 0.031 **

N 4,927 24,432

before COVID-19 after COVID-19 t-test/ chi-sq. test

p-value

0.000
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Table 3:  Survival Analysis 

 

Note: The numbers in the table are coefficients, and the numbers in parentheses are standard errors. “Age30” is a dummy variable that 

is equal to 1 for individuals between 30 and 69 years of age and 0 for those between 16 and 30 years of age.  
  

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

age under 30 3.082*** 3.070*** 3.043*** 3.034*** 3.050***

(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)
female -1.530*** -1.543*** -1.545*** -1.519*** -1.544***

(0.020) (0.021) (0.020) (0.021) (0.021)
liquidity -0.455*** -0.456*** -0.452*** -0.453*** -0.449***

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)
the amount of payroll -0.029*** -0.029*** -0.029*** -0.029*** -0.029***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
unemp insurance 0.061*** 0.065*** 0.073*** 0.083*** 0.075***

(0.033) (0.023) (0.023) (0.020) (0.022)
head of household 0.469*** 0.453*** 0.452*** 0.499*** 0.462***

(0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023)

0.467*** 0.500*** 0.499*** 0.423***

(0.019) (0.019) (0.023) (0.019)
the state of emergency period -1.270*** -1.203*** -1.254***

(0.020) (0.021) (0.021)

-0.029***

(0.001)

1.249***

(0.044)

the number of id
the number of observations

the area of residence eligible for
delivery service

the number of months since the area
was covered by delivery service

less than four months after delivery
service becomes available

2282313

49944
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Table 4: Event study around starting a gig job: Liquidity and liquidity-gross gig income 

 
Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent 

levels, respectively. 

 

  

(1) (2) (3) (4)

liquidity

t-4 56.019*** 53.824*** 48.711*** 63.806***

(15.984) (16.067) (16.028) (16.898)
   X COVID-19 -16.514***

(5.638)
t-3 39.396*** 37.935*** 34.237*** 45.147***

(10.698) (10.755) (10.728) (11.556)
   X COVID-19 -12.083***

(4.678)
t-2 21.014*** 20.363*** 18.214*** 25.298***

(5.401) (5.431) (5.416) (6.270)
   X COVID-19 -8.003**

(3.470)
t+0 -5.244 -29.009*** -29.956*** -32.670***

(5.456) (5.489) (5.477) (6.133)
   X COVID-19 6.350***

(3.233)
t+1 -12.816 -39.194*** -35.991*** -46.550***

(10.816) (10.872) (10.844) (11.450)
   X COVID-19 11.707***

(4.365)
t+2 -23.531 -42.962*** -39.430*** -50.355***

(15.820) (15.900) (15.862) (16.767)
   X COVID-19 11.751***

(5.201)
payment transfer amount 0.356*** 0.459***

(0.035) (0.043)
   X COVID-19 -0.121**

(0.058)

0.457*** 0.457***

(0.077) (0.077)

time dummies yes yes yes yes

the number of id 29215 29215 29215 29215

the number of observations 203972 203972 203972 203972

within R2 0.0068 0.0062 0.0185 0.0189

between R2 0.0017 0.0016 0.0052 0.0050

overall R2 0.0017 0.0016 0.0055 0.0054

liquidity-gig gross income

unemployment insurance
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Table 5: Event study around starting a gig job: Liquidity-gross gig income (by service area) 

 
Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent 

levels, respectively. 

  

(1) (2) (3) (4)

deli no deli deli<4 m deli>= 4 m

t-4 67.435*** 8.949 10.793 66.988***

(20.113) (7.879) (10.610) (21.503)
   X COVID-19 -21.590*** -3.791 -30.780** -19.673**

(6.851) (9.526) (12.351) (7.828)
t-3 48.404*** 6.298 9.928 48.299***

(13.808) (6.456) (9.419) (14.823)
   X COVID-19 -16.450*** -0.889 -25.854*** -15.017***

(5.772) (7.464) (10.528) (6.579)
t-2 27.018*** 5.608 2.709 28.065***

(7.631) (4.118) (4.493) (8.388)
   X COVID-19 -10.655** -0.901 -12.763** -10.840**

(4.448) (4.754) (5.833) (5.218)
t+0 -32.538*** -17.902*** -12.377** -32.890***

(7.208) (6.022) (5.156) (7.812)
   X COVID-19 6.023 7.880 9.397 5.752

(3.701) (6.520) (6.278) (4.257)
t+1 -47.511*** -14.053*** -8.280 -48.026***

(13.640) (6.511) (7.792) (14.631)
   X COVID-19 12.596*** 10.242 14.950 12.362**

(5.295) (7.582) (9.345) (6.063)
t+2 -48.920** -0.8097 -3.556 -46.851**

(19.985) (7.091) (8.638) (21.361)
   X COVID-19 11.166* 13.115 19.660* 8.708

(6.416) (8.524) (11.171) (7.362)
payment transfer amount 0.439*** 0.518*** 0.392*** 0.443***

(0.055) (0.058) (0.104) (0.061)
   X COVID-19 -0.122* -0.096 -0.063 -0.128**

(0.070) (0.070) (0.122) (0.075)

0.437*** 0.625** 0.289 0.439***

(0.079) (0.278) (0.672) (0.080)

time dummies yes yes yes yes

the number of id 21755 7460 2152 19603

the number of observations 151888 52084 15053 136835

within R2 0.0179 0.0261 0.0224 0.0187

between R2 0.0043 0.0244 0.0714 0.0032

overall R2 0.0047 0.0238 0.0552 0.0037

unemployment insurance
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Table 6: Event study: Probability of staying in the gig market 

 
Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent 

levels, respectively. 

  

(1) (2) (3) (4)

t+1 -0.339*** -0.338*** -0.421*** -0.432***

(0.010) (0.013) (0.006) (0.013)
   X COVID-19 -0.001 -0.015

(0.009) (0.015)
t+2 -0.452*** -0.449** -0.591*** -0.622***

(0.019) (0.021) (0.006) (0.014)
   X COVID-19 -0.006 0.041***

(0.010) (0.016)
t+3 -0.467*** -0.453*** -0.658*** -0.689***

(0.028) (0.029) (0.007) (0.043)
   X COVID-19 -0.018** 0.043**

(0.011) (0.016)
t+4 -0.470*** -0461*** -0.706*** -0.730***

(0.037) (0.038) (0.008) (0.014)
   X COVID-19 -0.012 0.036**

(0.011) (0.018)
t+5 -0.455*** -0.445** -0.739*** -0.761***

(0.046) (0.047) (0.009) (0.015)
   X COVID-19 0.015 0.035*

(0.012) (0.019)
t+6 -0.431*** -0.426*** -0.766*** -0.776***

(0.055) (0.057) (0.010) (0.016)
   X COVID-19 -0.009 0.022

(0.013) (0.021)
payment transfer amount -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.001** -0.003***

(0.000) (0.010) (0.001) (0.001)
   X COVID-19 -0.000 0.001

(0.001) (0.001)

0.000 0.000 -0.006 -0.006

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

time dummies yes yes yes yes

the number of id 21738 21738 7454 7454

the number of observations 151703 151703 52054 52054

within R2 0.3810 0.3810 0.4090 0.4090

between R2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0026 0.0031

overall R2 0.0143 0.0042 0.2520 0.2530

unemployment insurance

no deli areadeli area
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Table 7: Nearest neighbor matching: Payroll after taking a gig 

(1) April 2019- June 2019 

 
 

(2) April 2020- June 2020 

 
 

(3) April 2021- June 2021 

 
Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent 

levels, respectively. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6

ATE -0.0707 -0.0930*** -0.0578* -0.0661** -0.0519* -0.0687
(gig vs non-gig) (0.0600) (0.0296) (0.0320) (0.0310) (0.0313) (0.0609)

Observations 39,255 39,254 39,253 39,252 39,252 39,250

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6

ATE -0.0924* -0.0150 -0.00874 -0.0164 -0.0167 -0.0129
(gig vs non-gig) (0.0491) (0.0482) (0.0480) (0.0485) (0.0488) (0.0463)

Observations 46,514 46,509 46,502 46,495 46,487 46,484

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6

ATE -0.0331 -0.0276 -0.0350 -0.0246 -0.0202 -0.0373
(gig vs non-gig) (0.0410) (0.0413) (0.0416) (0.0414) (0.0414) (0.0438)

Observations 49,014 49,005 48,996 48,981 48,966 48,955
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